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On the surface, "Two Tramps in Mud Time" seems to display Robert Frost's narrow individualism. The poem, upon first
reading it, seems incongruent, with some.

Be glad of water, but don't forget The lurking frost in the earth beneath That will steal forth after the sun is set
And show on the water its crystal teeth. Neither the tramps nor the poet spoke any word. Composed of
awareness, insight, understanding and judgment, a strong human spirit enables oneself to overcome an
obstacle or change a situation with variable circumstances to achieve the best possible outcome. His specific
word choice and sentences all lead the reader to his meaning. Nevertheless, he concludes with puritanical
assertiveness, and there are other factors to consider: But yield who will to their separation, My object in
living is to unite My avocation and my vocation As my two eyes make one in sight. But if you so much as
dare to speak, A cloud comes over the sunlit arch, A wind comes off a frozen peak, And you're two months
back in the middle of March. There have been times when a person had to choose a specific path that they
though they should take but the truth of the matter was it ended up being the wrong choice. The speaker loves
splitting the oak logs, but when the two tramps came along covertly trying to usurp his beloved task, that
"make[s him] love it more. Scope and Sequence-Robert Frost often wrote about his own life experiences those
were many of his inspirations for poetry. In the octet, Frost mainly focuses on the The poem as a whole also
does not appear to have a single definable theme. The third, fourth and fifth stanzas amplify the vagaries of
New England seasonal climate. He describes the choice as difficult, and with consequences. Good blocks of
oak it was I split, As large around as the chopping block; And every piece I squarely hit Fell splinterless as a
cloven rock. Robert Frost Two unknown persons came out of the mud and saw the poet chopping wood in the
yard. As though the poet had no claim to the wood-chopping which was another man's right. The end of their
traveling days were over, and Frost continued his writing career, as he taught intermittently at a number of
colleges, including Dartmouth, University of Michigan, and particularly Amherst College, where he taught
regularly from until  Poetry is an incredible form of literature because the way it has the ability to use the
reader as part of its own power. Although he lived through a troubled and tragic life, Frost was able to express
his unique view of nature and the world around him in the delicate art of poetry. The speaker seems to reason
that he had no time to turn over the job because by the time he explained what he wanted done and how much
he was willing to pay them the weather might take a turn for the worse and then the job would have to be
abandoned. Robert Frost utilises many techniques to convey his respect for nature, which consequently makes
much of his poetry relevant to the everyday person. However, despite the success of his individual published
poems, such "The Tuft of Flowers" and "The Trial by Existence," he could not find a publisher for his
collections of poems. His use of everyday vernacular and traditional form of poetry makes it easy for readers,
but understanding them is a different story. He is striving in his life to unite the two aspects of human
existence: the physical and spiritual. His aim in life is to unite his task and hobby as his two eyes make one in
sight. In the sixth stanza, the speaker returns to the issue of the tramps. It's that Eliotic "cruelest month" of
April, when sometimes the weather will seem like the middle of May and then suddenly it's like the middle of
March again. The next twelve years proved a difficult time in Frost's personal life, but a fertile one for his
writing. He did not pretend to explain that condition; he only sought to create little dramas to reveal the nature
of the emotional life of a human being. He is well known for his poems depicting the rural countryside of New
England and his universally relatable themes. I knew pretty well what he had in mind: He wanted to take my
job for pay. His first books were published in England. The speaker complains that the sudden call out from
the tramp has disturbed his "aim" likely making him miss the split he had planned to make of the log. But
yield who will to their separation, My object in living is to unite My avocation and my vocation As my two
eyes make one in sight. Married to Elinor Miriam White, who was his co-valedictorian at high school, he lived
in various locations throughout his life, in San Francisco In the third stanza, the speaker muses over the
weather. His philosophical musing has turned up the perennial truth that every good thing has its opposite on
this earth. The Setting A. It can also be interpreted that the speaker in the poem is promoting individualism,
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self reliance and wondering what he might Stanza B.


